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Abstract: This paper adopts a comparative approach to analyze the use of industrial heritage in a few 
mega-events in China. It discusses the evolving practices of industrial heritage led by Chinese 
governments, focusing on three mega-events: Guangzhou Asian Games, Shanghai Expo, and the 
upcoming Beijing Winter Olympics. These three scenarios reveal new paths for industrial heritage 
practices and new possibilities of its symbiotic development with Chinese cities. Taking the 
opportunity of mega-events, industrial heritage adds values to the entire region from an economic 
perspective; from a societal perspective, industrial heritage is reused in various cultural and 
technological forms, promoting new consumption practices and lifestyles. 

 

Introduction 

This paper investigates the role of industrial heritage during mega-events in a Chinese context. By 
adopting a comparative analysis of the use of industrial heritage in a few mega-events in China, the 
paper aims to summarize a framework of the state-led use of industrial heritage in promoting new 
rounds of urban social development. 

Over the last few decades, in the process of rapid urban expansion and industrial restructuring and 
upgrading, the Chinese government has strongly urged the relocation of industries, leaving behind 
many industrial legacies in old cities or suburban areas. Meanwhile, the awareness of protecting 
industrial heritage has greatly improved, marked by the release of Wuxi Protocol in 2006 as a 
prominent starting point at the national level. Lu et al. (2020) argue that the development path of 
China’s industrial heritage protection is not only influenced by several milestone international 
documents imbedded with western values, but also closely related to China’s perception of its 
industrial development history over the past hundred years and the current socio-economic and 
cultural environment. Particularly, under the movements of sustainable development and ecological 
civilization, industrial heritage has been increasingly used by the government as a means to add 
values to urban economy as well as to preserve the uniqueness of local lifestyles. 

This paper will focus on exploring the role of Chinese governments in shaping the discourse and 
practices of industrial heritage in the context of mega-events. The Chinese government plays an 
important role in industrial heritage practices in general. These practices started from and are still 
mainly concentrated in first- and second-tier cities, revealing new paths for the use of industrial 
heritage and new possibilities of its symbiotic development with Chinese cities. Mega-events are a 
powerful trigger for urban transformation, which on one hand allows the government to mobilize 
and place a large amount of resources into mega-events related projects in a short period of time to 
promote the conservation and utilization of industrial heritage. On the other hand, mega-events also 
hope to use the label of industrial heritage to enrich its cultural value. 

The paper selects three cases of using industrial heritage in mega-events, including the 2010 
Guangzhou Asian Games, the 2010 Shanghai World Expo, and the 2022 Beijing Winter Olympics. 
While the examples of Guangzhou and Shanghai can be considered as early practices of industrial 
heritage conservation in mega-events in China, the third case of Beijing Shougang attempts to show 
the new changes and new ideas of industrial heritage practices in China in recent years. I want to 



demonstrate that these three scenarios as a whole presents a development path of using industrial 
heritage in China, and industrial heritage has played more and more important roles in mega-events 
as well as in urban redevelopment process. 

 

Scenario 1: Guangzhou Asian Games and the Taigucang Wharf 

During the 2010 Asian Games in Guangzhou, the newly renovated Taigucang Wharf was selected as 
the starting point for the opening ceremony cruising, where it also held various related Asian Games 
activities. This marked its return to public view with a new functional positioning. 

Located on the east bank of the back channel of the Pearl River in Guangzhou, Taigucang Wharf was 
originally built in the 1900s by the British firm Swire Pacific, and was the highest-volume wharf 
warehouse for overseas trade to and from Guangzhou at that time. After the founding of the 
People's Republic of China, it was taken over by the state-owned Guangzhou Port Authority (later 
Guangzhou Port Group). Since 1965, it has been a national first-tier port open to the outside world, 
and trade was very frequent at the beginning of the reform and opening up (Fan, 2012). However, 
from the late 1990s to the early 2000s, with the construction of the seaport in the south of 
Guangzhou, the cargo throughput of the Pearl River gradually declined and thus Taigucang had to be 
transformed. 

The Guangzhou Municipal Government affirmed the historical and cultural value of Taigucang as an 
important historical relic of Guangzhou's modern foreign trade and port transportation, and decided 
to preserve and renovate it. Around 2007, Guangzhou Port Group invested 80 million RMB and 
brought in 100 million RMB of private capital to cooperate in the transformation of Taigucang wharf 
area1. It aimed to transform the wharf area into an “urban living room”, a waterfront public activity 
space open to the public, and introducing various cultural and commercial businesses for market-
oriented operations. 

Taigucang is a typical case and is officially advertised as a successful model of Guangzhou's “three 
olds” transformation (sanjiu gaizao 三旧改造, referring to the transformation of "old urban areas, 
old factories, and old villages") (see e.g., Chen et al, 2020; Yuan, 2016). The three olds transformation 
Policy is a policy issued by Guangdong Province in order to balance land revenue and spatialised 
capital accumulation (He, 2012). The bid for the Asian Games has effectively enhanced Guangzhou’s 
urban influence, but its related infrastructure construction has also brought a huge debt burden to 
the city government (Bao & Li, 2012; Chen et al., 2020), prompting the government to pursue land 
revenue and land rent surplus. Since 2009, with the vigorous decoration project for the Asian Games, 
Guangzhou’s three olds transformation was carried out at a rapid pace. 

As “old factory” buildings, Taigucang’s warehouses have been renovated to facilitate the full 
conversion of industrial functions to commercial functions, so as to maximize the land rent surplus. 
Unlike western developed countries that have almost completed urbanization, in China’s rapid 
urbanization period, these old factory sites are considered developable lands that are in shortage 
and therefore have high market value. According to the Guangdong’s three olds transformation 
Policy, 60% of the land revenue goes to the original owner (i.e., Guangzhou Port, which is a state-
owned enterprise). Therefore, the land owner, as a rational actor, would definitely consider the 
maximization of its interests (Yuan, 2016). 

                                                           
1 This information is recorded on an instruction board at the site. 



From this, we see that the functional uses of the renovated Taigucang presented to the public in 
2010 were still diversified: including wine trade center, special exhibition center, cultural and 
creative fashion zones, clothing design, yacht club and catering and other entertainment facilities 
(Fan, 2012; Lin, 2009). However, by the year of 2022, 12 years after the transformation of Taigucang, 
I found in my field research that all cultural and creative industries zones have been shut down, and 
what is retained now are basically homogeneous Western-style restaurants, bars, live music venues, 
cinemas and other pure commercial and entertainment formats. 

Thus, it can be seen that under the market-oriented operation, the owner did use low rents to attract 
the creative industries to join at the beginning of the transformation, but as time passed and 
popularity increased, commercial businesses such as restaurants with stronger rent-paying ability 
gradually drove out cultural and creative industries with weaker commercialization ability. The 
functions of Taigucang have almost completely transformed into catering and entertainment, with 
serious homogenization. 

 

Scenario 2: Shanghai Expo and the Jiangnan Shipyard 

Compared with the relatively limited impact of the 2010 Asian Games on Guangzhou’s industrial 
heritage, the Shanghai World Expo 2010 has directly and dramatically influenced the spatial policy 
along the Huangpu River and promoted large-scale industrial restructuring and population migration 
on both banks of the river. In this process, the political narrative has been integrated into the city’s 
long-term development plan through the Shanghai Expo to complete the spatial fix of traditional 
industrial sites (Chan & Li, 2017). This large-scale transformation is also considered a state-led city-
branding. The Huangpu River shoreline has transformed from a productive to a public leisure 
function: waterfront public open space (Ding & Wu, 2020). 

During this expo-oriented restructuring process, the Shanghai World Expo Organization Coordination 
Committee participated as a “super developer” (Y. Deng et al., 2016) in the entire process of the 
relocation of industrial areas, land formation, and the renovation and reuse of industrial heritage 
along the Huangpu River. The government issued policies to coordinate various stakeholders, 
especially to satisfy the interests of SOEs (the factories on the original site all belonged to SOEs), to 
realize capital accumulation through the land formation process to support subsequent development 
in Expo and post-Expo eras (Li & Xiao, 2020). 

The adaptive reuse of industrial sites represented by Jiangnan Shipyard was a highlight of the 
construction of the Shanghai Expo Pavilions. They carried out a three-tier protection for the industrial 
facilities in the area: protected buildings, retained buildings, and renovated buildings; while the rest 
would be demolished (Lv & Qiu, 2010; Zhang, 2015; Zuo, 2010). According to the exhibition 
characteristics of the Expo, large-scale buildings such as the Jiangnan Shipyard, with their great 
structural and spatial advantages, could meet the high traffic demand of the Expo. Therefore, these 
large-scale buildings have been transformed into theme pavilions, supporting service facilities and 
cultural activities venues, etc. 

However, in terms of the post-Expo use, the functional use of industrial buildings with giant 
structures is rather limited. After the Expo, a small portion of venue buildings converted from 
industrial heritage preserved as Expo memories were mostly used as museums, which promoted the 
development of museum industry in Shanghai. However, the single functional attribute of the 
museum has not brought popularity to the surrounding area, indicating that the reuse process of 
these venues has not been smooth. 



Another criticism of the renovation and reuse of these industrial heritage buildings was the lack of 
overall planning of the environmental characteristics and heritage landscape of the industrial 
building area, which adopted selective preservation methods with obvious tendencies (Zhang, 2015). 
On the one hand, the construction scale of the World Expo was huge, while the construction period 
was short. Therefore, selected transformed industrial heritage is basically large-span buildings such 
as factories and warehouses, and few other buildings used as offices or other affiliated facilities were 
reserved, which is not conducive to the overall embodiment of the historical value and landscape 
features of industrial heritage. For example, after the Expo, the shipyard only retained a few 
unconnected industrial buildings, and kept very little historical information of the original site and 
memory of the factory area. At the same time, almost all industrial buildings have been repackaged 
with new materials, leaving little of the original industrial architectural features that should have 
remained. On the other hand, the construction of the Expo site has promoted the process of 
renovation of the old area, but more at the expense of large-scale demolition and construction. The 
complex situation of the former site in the area was characterized by the juxtaposition of large-scale 
factories, dangerous houses and residential buildings, and the indigenous people were asked to 
relocate as a whole, while their voices were mostly silent in the renovation process (Zuo, 2010). 

In the decade or so after the Expo, the land formation and development for capital accumulation 
purposes continued in the area, with more upscale residential and commercial areas gradually built 
around the area, rapidly increasing the land value of the site. After the transformation, the former 
industrial area along the Huangpu River was mainly presented to the public as a public green space, 
but the traces and narratives of industrial relics are no longer evident. 

 

Scenario 3: Beijing Winter Olympics and the Shougang Park 

Shougang is one of the earliest steel factories built in China. It was first built in 1919 at the foot of 
Shijing Mountain (Shijingshan) in the western suburbs of Beijing, carrying the history of China's 
industrial development from the Republic of China, the early years of People's Republic of China to 
the post-reform period. The transformation of Shougang Park has been closely connected to Beijing's 
two bids for the Summer and Winter Olympics over the past twenty years. 

After Beijing's successful bid for the Summer Olympic Games in 2001, the government repositioned 
Beijing's urban development plan, proposing to relocate traditional industries and replace them with 
advanced service industries, with the goals of improving the capital’s ecological environment and 
adjusting economic structure. In response to this political mandate, Shougang gradually shut down 
its steel production lines in Shijingshan and moved all production lines to Caofeidian in Hebei 
Province in the first decade of the new millennium (Luo et al., 2019). However, after the overall 
relocation of Shougang, its original site in Shijingshan deteriorated and could no longer support later 
development. Therefore, the transformation of the original Shougang Park has been stagnant for a 
long time. 

Only after the successful bid for the Beijing Winter Olympics in 2015, Shougang Park ushered a new 
opportunity for transformation and redevelopment. Shougang Group negotiated with the Beijing 
Municipal Government and the Beijing Winter Olympics Organizing Committee to set up the Big Air 
ski jumping venue in the Shougang Park, the only snow sports competition venue in Beijing’s urban 
area (H. Deng et al., 2020). After the Games, it becomes the world's first permanently reserved big air 
venue. Shougang also took the initiative to provide office space for the Beijing Winter Olympics 
Organizing Committee, which was transformed from the former silo buildings, and several other old 
factory workshops and warehouses were transformed into the National Winter Training Center, 



becoming the training base for the national curling team, short track speed skating team and figure 
skating team. As a result, the winter sports industry has been introduced into Shougang Park as one 
of the pillar industries in the post-industrial period. 

On this basis, a large number of other giant steel buildings and industrial supporting facilities were 
preserved and transformed into industrial-style commercial, entertainment and office facilities for 
various functional purposes, including shopping malls, high-end restaurants and bars, museums, 
bookstores, etc., and well-known sports, e-sports and sports media leading enterprises were 
introduced to settle in. At the same time, the Shougang Park provides the public with abundant 
public leisure space and good ecological environment along the riverside, thereby bringing more 
popularity to the area. 

It should be pointed out that the transformation and industrial restructuring of Shougang Park is 
inseparable from the key role played by Shougang Group as a state-owned enterprise, which has a 
very special status. 

Since the founding of the People's Republic of China, Shougang has undertaken very important 
industrial development tasks in different time periods. With the deepening of economic reforms in 
the 1990s, the State Council granted Shougang Group the rights of setting up investment projects, 
capital financing and foreign trade autonomy (Luo et al., 2019), so it was able to mobilize far more 
resources and funds than ordinary local SOEs. After the 21st century, in response to the new Beijing 
urban development plan, Shougang relocated as a whole and made huge sacrifices. This was a major 
project approved by the State Council, and the State Council and the Beijing Municipal Government 
were highly concerned about the utilization of the original site after the relocation of Shougang. In 
this context, the Beijing Municipal Planning Department has formulated a long-term planning and 
functional positioning to guide its transformation, “proposing that Shougang Park and its 
collaborative development area, as an important node in the western part of the city and an area 
with potential for upgrading, play a role in alleviating the functional concentration of the central city 
and improving the future functions of the city” (Ju & Zhang, 2021). 

Shougang Group played a role similar to that of a local government throughout this urban 
regeneration project, which was responsible for the coordination and organization of the relocation, 
the placement of industrial workers, the overall planning and redevelopment of the original site, and 
long-term operations after the Olympics. By ensuring a stable whole process of planning, renovation 
and redesign, and operation and management after the Winter Olympics, this industrial park reuse 
strategy is expected to be successfully implemented and reduce losses in the long run (H. Deng et al., 
2020). 

Taking the operation mode of the main shopping mall in Shougang Park, “Liu Gong Hui” (六工汇), as 
an example, we can see that Shougang Group's concept of industrial park renovation is to pay more 
attention to the long-term economic and social benefits. The land parcel where the shopping mall is 
located has been functionally converted from industrial to commercial under an agreement with the 
government, while the transaction land price is much lower than the surrounding areas (Yu, 2022). 
As part of the commitments in the agreement, Shougang Group holds long-term land use rights and 
needs to implement sustainable approaches to promote the regional economic and social 
development of the west of the city. Therefore, Shougang Group established a joint venture 
operation company and introduced an international professional urban renewal team to take charge 
of the specific operation planning, but completely cut off this operation company from land revenue 
to prevent rapid development and real estate sales for the purpose of making money in the short 
term (Yu, 2022). 



It can be seen that Shougang Group’s ambition is to build a landmark of a transformed old industrial 
zone, featuring the post-industrial cultural and sports creative base. As one of the latest and most 
high-profile cases of industrial heritage reuse in China, Shougang Park strives to find a unique 
development path to avoid single function and form a new operation model for the industrial zone’s 
long-term redevelopment. 

 

Discussion and conclusion 

This paper used three cases to examine the use of industrial heritage in mega-events in China, and to 
understand the role of the state and state-owned enterprises in the process. One of the main 
arguments of this paper is that the mega-event itself is an opportunity to bring more resources, but 
its impact is relatively short-lived and is basically over by the end of the event. 

In the case of Taigucang Wharf, Guangzhou Asian Games accelerated the transformation of 
Taigucang Wharf and advertised it during the opening ceremony. In the context of the Three Olds 
reconstruction policy, in order to maximize the economic benefits of the industrial heritage, the 
state-owned developer adopted short-term renovation and development measures, which 
eventually led to the homogenization of commercial activities in the area. While the developer 
originally wanted to vigorously promote the cultural and creative industries and introduced some 
cultural enterprises and workshops, most of them retreated because they could not afford the 
subsequent high rents, resulting in Taigucang now being basically a commercial area full of similar 
western-style restaurants and bars.  

In the case of Shanghai's World Expo industrial heritage area, the Shanghai government and the 
World Expo Organizing Committee prioritized the construction of the World Expo and used industrial 
heritage to serve the World Expo, and thus only large-scale exhibition hall-style buildings were 
retained. Their main idea was to achieve the spatial fix and improve the quality of the city, while 
neglecting the protection of the holistic narrative of the industrial heritage. Through major 
demolition and reconstruction, the land value on both sides of the Huangpu River has been 
substantially increased. What comes out soon are the newly built high-end residential real estate 
projects, from which the government reaped huge land concessions, and the public got some open 
green waterfront space. However, the display and narrative of industrial heritage on the original site 
are not satisfactory. After the Expo, those large-scale industrial remainings could only be used as 
museums and exhibition halls, most of which are underused. 

In the latest scenario, Beijing Shougang followed the political task of relocating industrial production 
lines for the 2008 Summer Olympics and experienced deterioration; however, it later found a holistic 
strategy for reusing industrial heritage and driving the regional economy through the 2022 Winter 
Olympics, although the long-term effectiveness on the use of industrial heritage remains to be tested 
over time. 

Comparing the first two scenarios to the current case of Beijing Shougang, they reveal a process of 
transformation in the way China uses its industrial heritage. Taking advantage of the Beijing Winter 
Olympics, Shougang Park has been comprehensively renovated, giving the park more diverse 
functions and business models, and in addition to developing business, it pays more attention to the 
incubation of emerging industries. As a state-owned enterprise with a special status, Shougang 
Group, which actually performs the functions of a small government, focuses less on short-term land 
revenue and more on long-term social benefits while preserving the qualities of industrial heritage, 



and shoulders the important task of driving the development of the western part of Beijing with the 
development of Shougang Park. 

Thus, I argue that even boosted by mega-events, the long-term use benefits of industrial heritage 
ultimately return to the rationality of planning and use to achieve sustainable economic and social 
effects. Through the case of Shougang, we observe that industrial heritage has a played more 
important role in enhancing the value of the entire region from an economic perspective; from a 
societal perspective, industrial heritage is displayed and reused in various cultural and technological 
forms, and plays a part in promoting new consumption practices and socio-cultural lifestyles. 
Heritage reuse, new technologies, ecology and environmental protection, tourism and leisure are the 
core concepts of the transformation of the Shougang Park. These different concepts can also shape a 
new development model for Chinese cities in the use of industrial heritage to promote sustainable 
urban social and economic development. 
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